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TOP NEWS

THAT SOLDIER AT SAN PELLEGRINO

The skeleton found at the scree on Costabella.

Like a bolt from the blue the recently found remains of the alpino bring
us back 100 years to that times of war. Just one year after the
remembrance of the centenary in Val di Fassa, the Great War returns
violently from the past. On the Costabella summits by San Pellegrino
Pass, some relics of an alpine have been found by Lino De Francesco
from Moena member of the association “Sul fronte dei ricordi”.The
skeleton, returned by a scree, probably belongs to young boy (given the
good conditions of his teeth) member of the 206th company “Val
Cordevole” which was employed during the summer of 1915 in this area.
According to Michele Simonetti Federspiel, curator of the exhibit “La
Gran Vera” (The Great War) in Moena, the main evidences about the
story of this young soldier are some objects found right close to him
such as: boots, munitions for a ’91 model rifle, one grenade Sipe and an
iron grappling hooks

Today in the valley
LINO THE VALIANT

Itineraries
THE ANCIENT PATH FROM MAZZIN TO VAL GARDENA

LOC. PALUA DI CAMPESTRIN - MAZZIN 5 P.M.

This captivating itinerary starts from Pozza: to set off for Val San
Nicolò, leave the car at the car park Saùch and ascend along the
narrow wood that hides, on the left, the picturesque path “Strada
de Rusci”, so called because it was built by the Russian prisoners
during the first World War. Follow the path, which alternates flat
segments to moderate ascents, until you come across path n. 641
to “Lach de Lauscel” (Lagusel Lake). Turn left and cross the stream
“Ruf de Sèn Nicolò” walking on the comfortable gangway above it
and enter the wood. The path continues descending to an alluvial
stony ground and then crossing the bed of the stream “Giaf”. Make
your way now to the dirt road of the last stretch of Val San Nicolò.
Going down to Baita Ciampié (1.826 m) you will reach the paved
street to Saùch car park (2,15 h).

Puppet show for children by the Centro Teatrale Corniani, tells a story
about a brave mickey mouse.

WATCH! THE BRASS BAND
PIAZ DE SOTEGRAVA - MOENA 9 P.M.

The brass band conducted by the master Annarosa Pederiva performs
across the streets.

THE WAR OF MEMORIES
TOWN HALL - POZZA 9 P.M.

The historian Cesare Bernard brings us back to the Great War times
explaining its causes.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
15 JULY FROM 7 A.M. - CAMPITELLO

LET’S FLY

PARAGLYDING TANDEM FLIGHT WITH AN EXPERT INSTRUCTOR.
ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).
15 JULY 8.30 A.M. – POZZA

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN FARMS
DISCOVERING THE MOUNTAIN FARMER’S LIFE AT MALGA JUMELA.
(PAID ACTIVITY).

Did you know that...
In the ancient times the inhabitants of Mazzin, Campestrin and
Fontanazzo could reach Val Gardena or Castelrotto along the steep
paths through the valleys Val Udai and Val di Dona, in order to
trade food and wares. Actually, they did not like these pathways,
and preferred to walk along the valley bottom and then ascend the
dirt roads departing from Pera and Campitello. Here there were
more frequented roads (that means less dangerous) and above all
not as inaccessible as the others to carry heavy wagon with
products, food and provender.

15 JULY 5 P.M. - VIGO

BRIGHT ROCKS

WORKSHOP FOR CHILDREN ABOUT THE ROCKS OF VAL DI FASSA.

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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